
STARDROPS

September 27 – October 3, 2020

9/27     Transiting Venus sextile Transiting Node    Do you need to jump into a new 
cycle of administrative planning?   Are you counting on your employees or team to deliver 
creative supportive contributions and helpful actionable ideas?  Or are you searching for 
help and support now? 
A few days ago throughout the next upcoming week ( 9/24 – Oct 3)  we have got the best 
astrology period to join forces with others and cut through on projects. It won't matter if you 
are running a business, organization, or your own complicated self, people can be there for 
you (and maybe even some divine intercession) to pull you out of a stuck situation and shed 
light on your path.  A breakthrough can be had this week.

9/28     Venus at 25* Leo inconjunct Saturn at 25* Capricorn    Once this planning 
jumps into high gear, expect to squeeze your old self into a new matrix which will require a 
bit more self discipline.  Believe me, it's worth it.



9/28     Venus at 25* Trine Mars at 25* Aries    Positive creative energies from the 
planet Venus representing our values, joy, creative ability and love is in a positive flow 
towards people  in our world who might be normally gruff, contrary and controlling – not the 
usual empathetic types. Take advantage of your congenial and intelligent side of yourself now 
to get along with everyone and see how this outcome can push through the barriers.

RISING TO THE OCCASION AS IF YOUR LIFE DEPENDED
ON IT

Serious planning, reviewing what has happened in the past,
and resolve to change it for the better.

9/28      Saturn at 25* Capricorn stationary direct   From May 10, 2020 up to Sept 
28, 2020, Saturn has been retrograde.      This  cycle has done several things:

1. Reviewing, resolving and cleaning up past situations, life circumstances, projects, tasks
and responsibilities.   By Saturn coming out of Retrograde ( re-runs or reviewing) you
should now be feeling a hint of energy, wind in your sails as if someone just gave you
permission to move forward with your new vision and tasks at hand....whether work or 
personally. Trust them, they're free to be put into place now.

2. Anytime within the past five months, there might have been reviewing or karmically
experiencing any unresolved part of our own life which has in the past, an annoying
problem, causing irritability frustration and even heavy discouragement in our lives.
This reviewing isn't usually something we're choosing to do, but falls upon us out of left



field. Important resolve within, new decisions needing to be made or parts of ourselves 
that are still not coming up to a level we hoped can be changed now.
 There is a mystical grand tester in the universe, and that is Saturn. Saturn returned 
throughout this period to pick up where we left off a long time ago. Where we left off 
from trying with, something.  He's come back to pick us up, shake us off and infuse us 
with that determination to try once again only this time, it's for the full potential to be 
reached. So this Saturn could have brought up our past failures in order to reach 9/28 
on...and set our boat's sail straight and this time go for the whole thing in the proper 
way. Some, also might just be experiencing a bit of positive relief of good karmic 
energies returning to you (or maybe a bit of both!) Either way, this has been five 
months of deep profound life review and new convictions and decisions finally reached 
just about this time.

3. The entire retrograde period can feel like a waiting period of restrictive rules, karmic
restrictions, limitations and being subjected to some form of revolving plans going over
and over again as if there was something wrong with our brains ….“ What was I doing?
How is this to be implemented?  What's the plan? What are the goals and outcome I'm
to reach?  How are we to accomplish this?....”   and so on.....(My own Reflection on  
how many beautiful leather planners I set up these past five months pouring over them
for weeks, getting it just right, as if my entire life's future were riding on these magical
planners to lead me to my success). Finally, beginning 9/28, let's hope that from this
day on a change in the wind's direction will push us onward to speed up our progress
and bring some sanity back into the world.

9/29      Mars at 25* Aries square Saturn at 25* Capricorn.   9/28-9/30     Both sides 
need to come to some kind of mutual understanding. Even if it's a tiny bit. 

Three days of enforced policies, restrictive situations and having to go through some things we
would rather not do.  Once again Saturn in Capricorn calls us out where there has been self 
absorption, selfishness and myopic vision. Issues with our self image, or even physical things 
such as our eyes, head, brain, memory, decisions with entangled situations and challenging 
circumstances need the utmost sensitivity and agreeableness. Keep your cool.

10/2      Sun at 9* Libra inconjunct Uranus at 9* Taurus   Love, cooperation and 
serious diplomacy is required all the while a contrary arguing force is bent out of shape. Know 
you have some part of the truth and desire harmony and resolution, but this other energy or 
person is annoyingly influenced by a group thought. There is no way to merge and find a win-
win with this one. Simply agree to disagree, make some concessions and walk away.

10/2      Venus enters Virgo    What we love and value in our every day life is about to step 
up and become a drive for perfectionism.  This quality of Venus perfects our home, diet, 
clothing, pets, work, accounting, money, body and planning. Venus in Virgo is also an increase
of loving service.  We have this beauty of perfecting socially and with all our material issues up
through October 27 2020.

10/3      Mercury at 6* Scorpio  begins to move into retrograde position, now, peaking on 
October 13, at 0-11* Scorpio, oppose Uranus ( described in detail in September 
20 Stardrops), sextile Transiting Venus at 11* Virgo, and inconjunct Chiron at 6* 
Aries. 



Even though Oct 3 is a peak for the inconjunct to Chiron, the entire string of this theme 
continues now up to September 19 through the 22 ( Another peak of Mercury oppose Uranus 
and inconjunct Chiron in Aries.)  

What does this mean?   The theme of Mercury retro this time is to give up some lazy or 
backwards pattern which is only holding us back, sabotaging our ability to reach a goal we 
have envisioned a long time ago. The shift is now!  For More Mercury Retrograde 
Information, check the latest MERCURY RETROGRADE ARTICLE on Starfires.

10/4      Pluto turns direct at 22* Capricorn      Pluto began to go retrograde on April 25, 
2020. From that date up to October 4, the long deep underground power of Pluto slowly 
grinding out its purification and exposure of people and situations everywhere is now bringing
its findings suddenly out into the light of day. Personally and globally. This period  of 
processing issues now surfaced from the underworld will last up through April 27, 2021.
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